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THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MASTERING THE JURY TRIAL
IRVIN V. CANTOR ’70

WELL BEFORE states, literary or legal systems, there was commerce and trade. Hawk examines commerce and its participants and the relationships through the lens of nine preindustrial societies, providing historical perspective to contemporary debates about the relationship between commerce and law. Public ordering versus privately created systems of law, the role of law, and the relative merits of courts versus merchant networks to resolve disputes.

THE PRESIDENCY IN THE GILDED AGE: THE NOMINATING CONVENTIONS OF 1876-1890
STAN HAYES ’73
This book analyzes the pageantry, drama, speeches, strategies, platforms, deal-making, and often surprising outcomes of the presidential nominating conventions of the Gilded Age, debunking many widely held beliefs about politics in a much-maligned era.
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DANIEL JONES
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THE SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE OF BEAUTY, TRUTH, AND GOODNESS
JAY MITCHELL ’83
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THE SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP OF AMERICA’S JURIST: A REMARKABLE JURY
RICHARD WRIGHT
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PRINCESS: WE ARE THE FREEDOM ORPHANS
LAURA ROSS ’77
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THE BRIEF CASE OF THE JURIS PRUDENT
JESSICA CHILDRESS ’10
Author-publication
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Author-publication

GREATNESS IN THE SCIENCE OF LAWYERING
STEVE MCINTOSH ’72
Create Space

THE POWERFUL NARRATIVE OF SUPREME COURT LAWYERS AND THEIR JUSTICES
TODD PEPPERS ’94
University of Virginia Press

A SERIES OF MURDERS West in the 1880s strains the friendship of a frontier lawyer and a county sheriff as the search for the killer unrolls, and the justice system comes into play.
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